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BioTalk: Algae
Eating Robots, Food
from Waste Water
& Seaweed Burgers
Surprising new joys from dirty,
salty or green water.

19:00 Mediamatic Fabriek, VOC–kade 10, 1018 LG Amsterdam Map
Mediamatic Foundation, +31206389901, www.mediamatic.net/

This month's Biotalk is all about using water and its ecology as
resource. Is wastewater a filthy business? Bernelle Verster shows the
opposite and explains how wastewater turn into valuable
(bio)products. Ivan Henrique will bring his algae eating, swimming
robot. Did you ever try a seaweed burger? Come early and taste the
Dutch Weed Burger while Plant Bots are rummaging around the
Mediamatic Fabriek!

Participants (view all 13) Anouk Daniëlla
Tuitel, Wouter Blom, Milan, Boelie
Boelens, fish, Mirjam Luijten, 

agnesa, ton, mememe, seb, penny

Fans Willem Velthoven, Sam Brown-
Kenyon
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A Short Introduction to
Interdisciplinary Artist
Sonja Bäumel

Workshop: Amsterdam, Mediamatic Fabriek
1 3  
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workshop: Building a
Delta 3D printer

 —  learn to build your
own!

Nick Verstand 1 1

The Future of Plastic
An exhibition by Maurizio Montalti
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With: The Dutch Weed Burger, Ivan Henriques, indiebio

Ivan Henriques
Ivan Henriques is a transdisciplinairy artist and researcher working in Brazil and The
Netherlands. His most recent project is the 'Symbiotic Machine', for which he received a
honorable mention at the 2014 Prix Ars Electronica in Austria. This robot-like machine
harvests energy from photosynthetic organisms and uses this energy to keep in motion. This
way the machine cleanses the surface of the water from poisonous algae. The machine can be
used to clean rivers, canals and other wetland environments.

Bernelle Verster
Bernelle Verster (South Africa) is a bioprocess engineer who sees valuable options in
wastewater and the sewage plants. They emit hundreds of tons of carbon, nitrogen and
phosphate. These kind of waste products can be re-used. So she says, water is a cycle like
everything in nature and we need to help that cycle flow.

Dutch Weed Burger
Dutch Weed Burger is a company that uses Dutch Seaweed as their main ingredient. This
superfood contains lots of minerals and vitamins and has the same amount of proteins as
meat. They believe that this sustainable 'fastfood' is the source of the future and will ease the
ecosystem. Since no fresh water or farmland is needed to harvest the seaweed. Tonight is your
first chance to try a delicious seaweed burger and listen to the story of these bright
entrepreneurs
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The Bio Data
Visualisation
Workshop Experience
And the amazing uses of slime-mold

Exhibition: Amsterdam, Mediamatic Fabriek
5 3 49  

19 Jul 2014 31 Aug 2014

Drone Camping
 —  Fly, hide, relax

and play with Rob Sweere, Jimmy Cauty and
Sarah van Sonsbeeck

Exhibition: Amsterdam, Mediamatic Fabriek
4  

6 Sep 2014 2 Nov 2014

Kunstformen Der
Natur

Bernelle Verster

"Water is a cycle like
everything in nature
and we need to help
that cycle flow"

Mediamatic Magazine Vol. 9#1: Hein Masseling
1998 1  

Tierra
Artificial Evolution in an Artificial World
Until recently, one of the most frustrating problems
for evolutional biologists was the fact that the
process of evolution could not…
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PlantBot Genetics
The PlantBot Genetics Corporation parodies and satirically comments on the aggressive and
misleading practices of biotech companies. In answer to this, PlantBot Genetics Inc. grafts
plants onto animatronic and remote controlled bases to become organisms with no clear
heritage and no clear future. Their bizarre creations emphasize the ridiculousness of actual
biotech products through corporate graphics, product descriptions, and marketing techniques.

Bio Industry
This event is part of Mediamatic Bio Industry, a bio-cultural lab exploring the possibilities of
fungal material and other bio-based materials for design, science and art. The Mediamatic
Bio-talks is a monthly lecture series that invites artists and designers to present and elaborate
on their work concerning bio-based research and design.

Information
Entrance 5 euro. Free entrance with a valid Mediamatic Membership (€5,- for 9 weeks) 
Location: Mediamatic Fabriek, VOC-kade 10, Van Gendthallen Amsterdam
Presentations start at 20.00. Seaweed burgers are served at 19.00.

Mediamatic Bio Industry is made possible by DOEN foundation and Mondriaan Fonds.

Rosalie Bak  

Visitor information

Mercedez Bunz 1 Jan 2001 2

Extensions, Boundaries
& Double Crossings
Or: We Don't Trust Anybody. Shadowing Theory
and Technology Constructing Subjects
Bunz's text will focus on the different ways in which
the word 'and' formats the relation between reality -
which means us, the…

Sander Veenhof

interactive drip of
water
hi-tech meets non-tech

Mediamatic Magazine Vol.7#1: Jules Marshall
1992 1 1  

AI !(2)

Mediamatic Magazine vol.7#1: Remko Scha
 

Virtual Voices (2)
Mimesis
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Graduation Bouquet
annex Publicity Plant

Book: Keith Ansell Pearson 1 Jan 1999

Germinal Life
The Difference and Repetition of Deleuze

2006: Sissel Tolaas 59

The Smell of FEAR
Installation

Erik Blits 1

Proposal Mycotecture
and Edible
Architecture
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Electro Clothing
Workshops
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*lab updated
A working space and open learning environment
where different crafts and skills can be shared and
developed
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